Bias (adj.)

Inclination or prejudice in favor of or against someone or something, usually in a way considered to be unfair
**Lesson Vocabulary**

**Bias (adj.)** Inclination or prejudice in favor of or against someone or something, usually in a way considered to be unfair

---

**Credible Source (n.)**

A document or other material that is unbiased and is supported with true, convincing evidence and research
Critical Thinking (n.)

the ability to analyze and evaluate an issue to form a judgement and guide action
Disinformation (n.)

false information deliberately and often covertly spread in order to influence public opinion or obscure the truth
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**Expert (n.)**

A person with a high level of specialized skill or knowledge representing mastery of a particular subject.
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**Fact (n.)**

a piece of information presented as having objective reality
Liberty (n.)

the freedom to think and act as you choose while allowing others to do the same
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a view, judgement, or belief about something or someone
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**Trust (n.)**

confidence in the character, ability, strength, or reliability of someone or something
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**Truth (n.)**

the body of real things, events, and facts; the quality of being true
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Types of Truth

Objective Truth

Truth dealing with facts or conditions as perceived without distortion by personal feelings or prejudices

ex. Water freezes once it is chilled to a certain temperature.
Subjective Truth

Truth based on a person’s individual perspective, feelings, or opinions

*It is freezing cold in this classroom! (Some people may not be cold.)*
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Normative Truth

Truth that prescribes societal norms and values

In Southeastern Pennsylvania and parts of New Jersey, the term to describe a sandwich made of a long bread roll with meat, cheese and lettuce is called a hoagie. (Not all people call it a hoagie, in some parts of the country it is collectively named a sub, hero or Italian!)
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Complex Truth

Truth that claims all three types of truth are always true and can be used depending on context.
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Looks Safe
It’s Complicated
Red Flag